
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Introducing our new portable Quick Pop Counter. This new 
and exciting product is completely tool-free. The easy-to-setup 
counter is ready to use straight from the case with absolutely 
no tools or instructions necessary. Pull up on the counter top 
and within seconds, the frame will extend to its full height. The 
counter top can support up to 42 lbs. Graphics are printed on a 
multi-stretch fabric using a dye-sublimated printing process and 
is also pre-installed, so no graphic installation is required. When 
necessary, you can conveniently swap out your graphic for another, 
depending on your advertising or marketing needs. Portable displays
have never been easier  to set up than this.   

DISPLAY DIMENSIONS 31.375”W x 38.25”H x 18.625”D

 GRAPHIC SIZE 78.625”W x 39.625”H

GRAPHIC MATERIAL
Multi-Stretch Fabric 

GRAPHIC FINISHING
SEG beading sewn inside top and bottom circumference

DISPLAY CONSTRUCTION
Top and bottom counter: High density molded plastic.
Hydraulic frame: Aluminum and steel components. 

SHIPPING WEIGHTS & DIMENSIONS
Shipping Weight 27 lbs (frame and graphic)

Shipping Dimensions 31.5”L x 19”W x 8”H

LARGE QUANTITY FREIGHT
Freight Shipping 18 boxes per 48”L x 40”W x 62”H skid

Freight Weight 531 lbs (frame and graphic)

GRAPHIC TURN AROUND TIME 
2 business days after proof approval 

AVAILABILITY CA Only 
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Frame expands and collapses using hydraulic shocks. 
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PARTS LIST

Carry bag with frame 
and pre-installed graphic
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SETUP INSTRUCTIONS

1.Pull up countertop. Hydraulic frame will   
  then expand on its own. 

2.Remove the frame from the carry bag or  
   leave as is. 

3.To store away, push down on the center 
   of the countertop until the frame collapses. 

4.Return frame to the carry bag. 


